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Abstract—Cell cracking in PV modules can lead to a variety of
changes in module operation, with vastly different performance
degradation based on the type and severity of the cracks. In
this work, we demonstrate automated measurement of cell crack
properties from electroluminescence images, and correlate these
properties with current-voltage curve features on 35 four-cell Al-
BSF and PERC mini-modules showing a range of crack types and
severity. Power loss in PERC modules was associated with more
total crack length, resulting in electrical isolation of cell areas and
mild shunting and recombination. Many of the Al-BSF modules
suffered catastrophic power loss due to crack-related shunts. Mild
power loss in Al-BSF modules was not as strongly correlated
with total crack length; instead crack angles and branching were
better indicators of module performance for this cell type.

Index Terms—PV module, electroluminescence, cell cracks,
shunting, computer vision, data science

I. INTRODUCTION

Throughout a PV module’s lifetime, it is exposed to me-
chanical stresses, making the delicate silicon cells susceptible
to cracking. Causes of cell cracking may include transporta-
tion, handling, installation, severe weather, and other events
[1]–[5]. Microcracks in the silicon initiated during manufac-
turing may also develop into larger cracks during the module’s
lifetime due to weather-related loads and thermal conditions
[6]–[10]. Severe cell cracking has been known to reduce the
power output of PV modules, with the impact on electrical
performance worsening over time [8], [11]–[14]. To diagnose
cracks in PV modules, photoluminescence (PL) [15] and
electroluminescence (EL) [16] imaging are frequently used.
Both imaging techniques can identify cell irregularities and
fractures within modules that are not visible to the naked
eye. Cracks have been described by their orientation: diagonal,
perpendicular, or parallel to the cell busbars; and as branching
(dendritic) or linear [17], [18]. In this paper, we examine
several types of cracks in PV modules and characterize them
based on their physical properties via digital image processing
methods applied to EL images. We also study how geometric
properties of the cracks align with the electrical characteristics
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of the modules, and statistically compare the distributions
of crack and electrical performance features for Aluminum
Back Surface Field (Al-BSF) and Passivated Emitter and
Rear Contact (PERC) cells and mini-modules. This study
demonstrates a framework to diagnose and characterize cell
cracks in PV modules in an automated fashion, as well as to
link fracture characteristics to mechanistic changes in module
performance.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample Set

In this sample set, there are 35 four-cell mini-modules; 19
fabricated with Al-BSF cells, and 16 with PERC cells. Al-BSF
and PERC cells mainly differ in their back contact layer: Al-
BSF cells have a full surface back layer made of screen printed
aluminum paste, while PERC cells have an added dielectric
passivation layer that enables local contacts between the
silicon and the rear aluminum surface. This added dielectric
layer in the PERC cells increases light capture and reduces
rear-side recombination, improving overall cell efficiency. All
cells in this study were made with monocrystalline Longi
p-type silicon with n-type diffusion and four busbars. Each
mini-module is tabbed between cells to a central junction
box, allowing for individual measurements of each cell, and
measurement of all four cells in series. Due to improper
shipping from California to Cleveland, OH, all modules in
this sample set experienced mild to severe cell cracking.

B. Measurements

This project studies the effects of cell cracks on electrical
performance at both the mini-module and single cell levels.
Cell and mini-module measurements include I-V curves, and
EL and PL images. I-V curves are taken at 0.25, 0.5, and 1
sun illumination using a Spire 4600 SLP flash tester. EL and
PL images are captured with a ZWO ASI183MM Pro 20.18
MP CMOS Monochrome Astronomy Camera. EL is conducted
at 100% ISC , and PL is conducted at approximately 1 sun
illumination at 520 nm.

C. Data Processing & Analysis

I-V curve features are used to characterize electrical per-
formance in a PV module, and were extracted from the raw
I-V curves using the ddiv package in R [19], [20]. These
features include maximum power (PMP ), short circuit current
(ISC), open circuit voltage (VOC), shunt resistance (RSH ),



which measures leakage current loss, and fill factor (FF ).
Multi-irradiance I-V curves were used to obtain an accurate
series resistance (RS) according to IEC 60891.

To analyze cracks in EL images of the mini-modules, we
first reduce image noise by subtracting the corresponding
dark frame from each EL and PL photo. Then, we extract
each individual cell in the EL and PL images using our
pvimage package in PyPI [21]. Each cell-level EL image is
then resized to be 1460 by 1460 pixels. Once images of the
cells are extracted and standardized, we extract quantitative
information about crack properties. Our previous studies have
used supervised or unsupervised machine learning techniques
to identify the presence of cracks [22]–[26]. Here we em-
ploy more traditional image processing methods to quantify
crack features [27], [28]. To do this, we must apply several
smoothing and coloring filters to obtain crack information. As

Fig. 1. Steps in digital image processing for crack detection.

seen in Figure 1, the images are originally in grayscale. We
apply a Gaussian blur to reduce image noise. Then, we apply
a blackhat filter and skeletonize the image to create a binary
map of the cell cracks. The busbars in each image are removed
by finding peaks in intensity along the x-axis and masking
those regions in the binary maps. With the busbars removed,
individual cracks are identified through connected component
analysis.

The specific crack features we measure are: perimeter,
area, convex area (area of the smallest encompassing convex
polygon), and angle (measured with a linear fit and relative to
the busbars). We also define a dendritic ratio, which quantifies
the degree of branching in a cell crack, and is calculated by
dividing the area of the crack by its convex area. The closer the
dendritic ratio is to 0, the more branching the crack. Once all
the crack features are collected, they are placed into a database
for further analysis.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are grouped by cell type: Al-BSF or PERC.
PERC modules experienced slightly more cracking, averaging
5.34 cracks per cell versus 4.60 cracks per Al-BSF cell.
Because of the uncontrolled manner by which the modules
were cracked, we cannot conclude whether one cell type is

really more likely to crack. However, the large population
of cell cracks allows us to study the statistical differences
between the resulting crack properties and their effects on
electrical performance for the two cell types.

The modules exhibited a wide range of electrical properties
on both the cell and mini-module levels. In Figure 2, we see
the EL images of four different modules, with varying degrees
of cracking, from minimal to severe. Visually, we see that even
though there are many severe cracks in both modules B and C,
all cells in the PERC module (C) are relatively bright, while
the Al-BSF module (B) has a darkened cell despite having
fewer cracks.

Fig. 2. Module visual comparison

The 1-sun I-V curves corresponding to the modules in
Figure 2 are shown in Figure 3. There is significant shunting
in module D, as shown by the dark cells in Figure 2, and all
cracked modules (B-D) show greater RS than the minimally
cracked module A.

Fig. 3. Comparison of module-level I-V curves for modules shown in Figure
2.



The crack-related shunting behavior is confirmed by Figure
4 comparing EL and PL images of a severely damaged Al-
BSF module. Darkened cells in EL images can result from
high series resistance, shunts, or electrical isolation of cells or
cell strings. Our mini-modules do not include bypass diodes
between cells, so electrical isolation of even one cell would
result in all cells being darkened. Series resistance effects that
darken EL images do not affect PL measurements (as they do
not require electrical contact). Therefore we conclude that the
3 cells that are completely dark in PL are shunted as a result
of their cracks. (This cell darkening effect is well known from
EL and PL image detection of PID, which also causes cell
shunts.)

Fig. 4. PL and EL images of a cracked Al-BSF module.
insert correct module type.

In total, there were 8 Al-BSF modules with one or more
cells that were too severely shunted to detect cracks in EL
images. No PERC modules showed crack-related shunting
to this degree. The median PMP value for shunted Al-BSF
cells was 0.720 W, and the median PMP for an Al-BSF
module with 1 or more shunted cells was 10.79 W. For non-
shunted Al-BSF, the median PMP values for cells and modules
were 2.72 W and 14.86 W, respectively, demonstrating that
cracking-related shunts in Al-BSF cells severely decreased
their power production. Because it was not possible to extract
crack properties from EL or PL images of the shunted cells,
we omitted these cells and modules from further analysis.

A. I-V Properties Distributions and Statistical Analysis

Figure 5 shows the distribution of ISC , VOC , RS , and PMP

on the cell level, while Figure 6 displays the distributions for
module-level measurements. As expected, PERC modules had
greater median values for each of the electrical properties
shown, due to their inherent performance advantages and
higher power conversion efficiency. Series resistance is likely
higher for PERC due to their greater photocurrent.

Because we have no pristine (uncracked) samples, it is
not possible for us to normalize the electrical properties for
direct comparison of the two cell types. However, we can still
qualitatively compare the differences in distributions of I-V
properties for the different cell types, as well as correlations
of I-V and crack characteristics. On both the cell and full
module levels, Al-BSF modules showed greater variance in
I-V properties than PERC modules. Variance of PERC I-V
features was similar between the cell and module levels, while

variance of Al-BSF I-V features was greater for module-level
distributions. Because the two cell types were manufactured
at the same facility using similar materials, we expect that the
increased variance of Al-BSF I-V features is due to effects
of cell cracks, and that this cell type may be more likely to
experience electrical effects of cell cracking.

Fig. 5. Box plots of cell-level I-V feature distributions.

Fig. 6. Box plots of module-level I-V feature distributions.

B. Crack Properties Distributions and Statistical Analysis

Several crack properties were measured for analysis as de-
scribed above. Figure 7 demonstrates the relationship between
area and angle of detected cracks for both cell types. While
there is obvious scatter in the data, larger area (longer) cracks
only occur at small angles (parallel to busbars). This is due
to the process of crack detection, which involves removing
busbars from the image mask. This busbar removal artificially
segments cracks that traverse the busbars into multiple seg-
ments, so the detected length of high angle cracks is limited
by the distance between busbars at that angle.

Crack properties were statistically compared between the
two module types. Here we present the data based on all
individual cracks collected, cracks on the individual cell level,



Fig. 7. Crack Area vs. Angle

and cracks on the full module level. The first set of data
visualized in Figure 8 shows crack distributions of all the
cracks characterized in both Al-BSF and PERC modules.
The violin plots show that the distributions for perimeter and
convex area were both bottom heavy, indicating cracks tended
to be short on both types of modules. The distributions on
both types of cells were also top heavy for the dendritic
ratio (area/convex area), suggesting that most cracks did not
branch. As seen in the distribution plots for crack angle,
cracks in PERC cells formed at a steeper angle (more parallel
to busbars) than cracks in Al-BSF modules, which clustered
around 45 degrees as expected for monocrystalline silicon
cells.

Fig. 8. Properties of All Detected Cracks

Figure 9 shows the distributions of crack properties as
measured on the cell level. Perimeter and area measurements
were summed over all cracks in each cell, and the dentritic
ratio and angle were averaged. The cell-level distributions
were similar to those for individual cracks, showing that the
demonstrated crack properties are relatively consistent and can
be compared with electrical properties at the cell level.

To study the distributions of crack properties on the full

Fig. 9. Crack Properties on Cell Level

module level, areas were summed for all detected cracks in
each module, and dendritic ratio and angle were averaged,
as for the cell level measurements. The distributions of crack
properties on the full module level as shown in Figure 10
were mostly similarly shaped than those for individual cracks
or cell-level parameters. Modules still showed more smaller
cracks than larger cracks, and had similar angle medians as
on the cell level.

Fig. 10. Crack Properties on Full Module Level

We performed a Welch’s T-Test at the 95% confidence
interval to see if differences between cracking properties of
Al-BSF and PERC were significantly different at the cell or
module levels. These results are shown in Table I and II,
respectively.

On the cell level, we see that there is no significant
difference in crack properties between Al-BSF and PERC.
This is also true for the module level measurements - crack
properties were statistically similar between the two cell types.

C. Electrical and Crack Properties Correlation

Correlation plots were made to demonstrate the relation-
ships between electrical properties and crack properties on



TABLE I
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN CRACK PROPERTIES ON THE

CELL LEVEL.

Al-BSF Median PERC Median p-value
Perimeter(Pixels) 1808 1812 0.994

ConvexArea(Pixels) 23800 24400 0.947
Angle(Degrees) 28.1 27.5 0.782
DendriticRatio 0.874 0.878 0.772

TABLE II
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENCES IN CRACK PROPERTIES ON THE

MODULE LEVEL.

Al-BSF Median PERC Median p-value
Perimeter(Pixels) 7240 7280 0.988

ConvexArea(Pixels) 102000 98500 0.954
Angle(Degrees) 27.8 27.4 0.899
DendriticRatio 0.852 0.878 0.386

both the individual cell and full module levels for both Al-BSF
and PERC modules. Four plots were made: one for Al-BSF
modules on the cell level, one for PERC modules on the cell
level, one for Al-BSF modules on the full module level, and
one for PERC modules on the full module level. These are
shown in Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14, respectively.

Fig. 11. Correlation plot for Al-BSF on the cell level

On the cell level, correlations between electrical and crack
features were relatively weak. The strongest correlations be-
tween I-V and crack properties for Al-BSF cells were: PMP

and FF positively correlated with the average dendritic ratio
(cells with more dendritic cracks had lower power); and
VMP negatively correlated with crack convex area (larger
cracks cause higher RS and lower VMP ). Crack and electrical
properties of PERC cells tended to be more consistently
correlated, but demonstrated different power loss mechanisms
than Al-BSF. Cracks in PERC cells did not cause the RS

increase seen for Al-BSF, but do result in electrical isolation
and mild shunting (ISC and RSH negatively correlated with
crack length and area).

On the module level, correlations between crack and elec-
trical properties are more prominent. Al-BSF modules show

Fig. 12. Correlation plot for PERC on the cell level

Fig. 13. Correlation plot for Al-BSF on the full module level

Fig. 14. Correlation plot for PERC on the full module level



strong negative correlations between several I-V features and
crack angle and dendritic ratio. Specifically, linear cracks
and cracks perpendicular to the busbars in Al-BSF modules
are associated with greater power loss, shunting, current loss
(electrical isolation), and recombination (lower VOC). Mean-
while, cracks that are dendritic, more parallel to the busbars,
or of large convex area are associated with series resistance
increases in Al-BSF modules.

PERC modules did not demonstrate the strong relationships
between I-V features and dendritic ratio that occurred for Al-
BSF. However, these modules did show negative correlations
between all other crack properties and nearly all electrical
features. Larger cracks caused greater power loss in PERC
modules, associated with decreases in ISC , VOC , and RSH .
Crack angle was also important in PERC modules, with cracks
perpendicular to the busbars again causing greater power loss
as for Al-BSF.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we demonstrated an automated process for
identifying and quantitatively characterizing PV cell cracks
in EL images, and statistically comparing the resulting crack
properties to electrical performance of modules. We used this
process to compare crack properties and effects on electrical
performance in PERC and Al-BSF mini-modules that expe-
rienced transportation-related cell cracking. Several Al-BSF
modules experienced severe shunting and power loss associ-
ated with cell cracks. Cell shunts resulting from cell cracks
have not been previously demonstrated in the literature. In ad-
dition to greater susceptibility to crack-related shunts, cracked
Al-BSF modules that did not suffer catastrophic power loss
showed greater variance in electrical properties than cracked
PERC modules, despite no statistically significant difference
between the types and severity of cracks for these two cell
types. Correlation plots for electrical and crack properties of
Al-BSF and PERC cells and modules demonstrated different
crack-related power loss mechanisms for the two cell types.
Power loss in PERC modules was associated with more total
crack length, resulting in electrical isolation of cell areas
and mild shunting and recombination. Power loss in Al-BSF
modules was not as strongly correlated with total crack length;
instead the crack angles and branching were better indicators
of module performance for this cell type. This work suggests
that Al-BSF modules are more likely than PERC modules to
suffer power loss as a result of cell cracking, despite the two
cell types being similarly susceptible to cracking.
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